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ABSTRACT 
 
The feasibility for high field magnet applications of twist stacked-tape cabling 
method with 2G YBCO tapes has been investigated. An analysis of torsional twist strains 
of a thin HTS tape has been carried out taking into account the internal shortening 
compressive strains accompanied with the tensile longitudinal strains due to the torsional 
twist. The model is benchmarked against experimental tests using YBCO or BSCCO-
2223 tapes. The critical current degradation and current distribution of a four-tape 
conductor was evaluated by taking account the twist-strain, the self-field and the 
termination resistances.  The critical current degradation for the tested YBCO cables can 
be explained by the perpendicular self-field effect.  The critical currents of the twisted 
stacked-tape conductor with four-tape cable do not degrade twist pitch length as short as 
120 mm.  Current distribution among tapes, termination methods and hysteresis losses are 
also discussed.  The twisted stacked tape conductor method may be an attractive means 
for the fabrication of highly compact, high current cables from multiple flat HTS tapes. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Over the last decade, significant worldwide efforts have been devoted to 
development of High Temperature Superconductor (HTS) wires of the first generation 
BSCCO-2223, BSCCO-2212 and the second generation YBCO for various electronic 
device applications such as transformers, fault current limiters, energy storage systems, 
magnets and power transmission cables.  Most HTS tape devices have been using 
configurations employing single tape or only a few tapes in parallel.  Few cabling 
methods of HTS tapes have been developed. Various HTS applications require 
development of high current density cables capable of carrying high currents, often at 
high magnetic fields. 
Conventional power transmission cables carrying about 1-3 kA have already been 
demonstrated by helically winding the tapes on a cylindrical former. Those windings are 
typically enclosed in a tube cryostat [1], [2].   This cabling approach is not adequate for 
high current and high current density cables. 
Current capacity of superconducting conductors can be increased with a parallel 
arrangement of the wires. However, flux couplings created in the loop circuits among the 
parallel superconducting wires generate significant heat losses of resistive and magnetic 
hysteresis losses in the superconducting wires. The magnetic flux coupling has been 
easily reduced by a well-known transposition technique of twisting wires.  If the wires 
are circular types such as NbTi and Nb3Sn superconductors, the twisting transposition 
can be easily implemented.  However, the present flat shapes of both 1G and 2G HTS 
tapes are not ideal for bundling together multiple tapes, and the twisting transposition 
technology has not been attempted for HTS superconducting tape conductors.  On the 
other hand, a round wire of BSCCO-2212 HTS superconductor has been developed, and 
high current cables using a conventional Rutherford type cabling method have been 
successfully manufactured [3].  
Another successful development of a high current cable for flat HTS tape 
superconductors is Roebel Assembled Coated Conductor [4]-[7].  The cabling method 
requires cutting a flat HTS tape in a specially designed zigzag pattern and assembling the 
flat tapes to form a transposed cable. The Roebel cabling technology is a good method to 
reduce AC losses, however it will be difficult to develop a large conductor due to the 
fabrication method used for this cable.  It results in low overall current density.  So far 
cables of about 2.6 kA have been fabricated. [7].  
Recently a novele cabling method of winding flat HTS tapes on a surface of a 
relatively small round former with a very tight winding pitch has been developed [8], [9].  
Since 2G Coated HTS tapes have a superb mechanical behavior in response to torsional 
strains [10], [11], the width of 4 mm 2G HTS tapes were wound on a 3.2 mm diameter 
rod with twist pitch of 9 mm to 40 mm without significant degradations [8]. This cabling 
method provides a very flexible conductor, however it results in low overall current 
density, and could result in poor utilization of the HTS tapes.  This cabling method 
demonstrated a very flexible cable of 2.8 kA which was wound using 24 GBCO coated 
HTS tapes of 4 mm width with 8 layers on a 5.5 mm diameter former [9]. 
Despite the challenges in making large current carrying cables, the 2G HTS YBCO 
tapes have excellent high current capabilities at high magnetic fields [12] and that is why 
they are the focus of current research projects for very high field magnets.  At present no 
comparable superconducting material has been found.  Furthermore recently the field-
orientation degradation (critical current anisotropy) of YBCO tapes has been substantially 
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improved by SuperPower, Inc. using a REBCO HTS film technique substituted with Gd 
and Zr [13].  The reduced field-orientation sensitivity increases design flexibilities of 
HTS tape applications.   
Typical 2G YBCO tape is deposited on Ni alloy substrates with additional insulating 
buffer layers below the YBCO layer and a thin silver layer above the YBCO layer, as 
shown in Fig. 1 from SuperPower [14]. If desired, thin copper may be deposited over the 
assembly. The silver side of the tape thus has better electrical transverse conductivity 
than the substrate side. This asymmetric conductivity is unique compared with other 
superconductors, and requires special technologies for joints and terminations. YBCO 
tapes of American Superconductor have slightly different structures, but they show 
similar non-uniform asymmetric electric conductivity. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1  SuperPower YBCO, (http://superpower-inc.com) [14]. 
 
 
Recently we have developed a more simple and scalable cabling method of a 
twisted, stacked-tape geometry applicable to high current, high field magnet applications 
[15], [16].  Stacked flat tapes are twisted along the axis of the stack. The twisted, stacked-
tape cabling method allows developments of high current, compact conductors for 
various applications such as power transmission cables and high field magnets.  
In order to determine fabrication degradations for a twisted, stacked HTS flat tape 
cablings and also to develop better cable processing methods, it is desired to understand 
the mechanical properties of HTS tapes, especially torsion strain phenomena. Torsion 
studies of HTS tapes are very limited [17]-[19].  We have investigated analytical models 
of the torsion twist strains for HTS tapes in both lapped-tape and stacked-tape cables. The 
calculated torsional strains have been correlated to the corresponding axial strains of the 
tapes [15].  The model results are compared with critical current measurement of twisted 
BSCCO and YBCO HTS tapes.  Characterizations of the critical currents under a wide 
range of torsional strains were carried out at 77 K to determine the critical current 
degradation due to these mechanical strains.  Irreversible degradation of the critical 
current due to applied torsion was also evaluated, as well as the effect of torsion cycling. 
Additionally characteristics of the twisted stacked-tape small cables have been discussed 
including critical current degradation, current distribution, termination resistance, self-
field, and twist-pitch effect [20].   
In this paper we summarize in detail our work of twisted stacked-tape cabling method 
including, strain analysis model for the critical current of twisted cabled tapes [15], critical 
current degradation and current distributions among tapes of a small cabled conductor 
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[20], termination method for YBCO tapes [21], inductance distribution among tapes, and 
hysteresis loss of twisted stacked tape conductors. Section 2 describes the stacked-tape 
cabling concept.  Section 3 describes the longitudinal strains due to the torsional twist.  
Section 4 investigates the critical current of twisted tape conductor, while section 5 
investigates the effect of the magnetic self-field.  Section 6 determines the inductance 
matrix for the array of tapes in the stack.  Section 7 calculates the AC losses in the 
stacked twisted cable.  Section 8 discusses terminations and spliced options for the 
stacked twisted cables.  Section 9 presents the experimental results to-date comparing 
with theory, and Section 10 presents the conclusions. 
 
 
2. Stacked-Tape Conductor Cabling Concept 
 
The basic cable is made from twisting freestanding flat tapes torsionally along the 
stack axis to make the first stage basic cable.  The twisting is performed without an 
external tensile or compressive longitudinal-force, as shown in Fig. 2, to make the first 
stage basic cable. 2. This cabling method is conceptually different from the existing 
lapped type cabling.  The method allows development of high current, compact 
conductors for various applications such as power transmission cables and high field 
magnets.  The twisted stacked-tape cable may be enclosed by an electrically conducting 
conduit as a stabilizer and supporting structure. There are a few options to make the 
twisted stacked-tape conductor:  1) stack and twist, then clad; 2) stack and clad, then 
twist; or 3) stack, and then embed in helical open grooves on a structured conduit.  Fig. 3 
shows examples of multi-stage cables made of the basic conductors.  Fig. 4 illustrates a 
high current cable-in-conduit conductor (CICC) composed of a twisted stacked basic 
cable.  
 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 2  Basic conductor of stacked and twisted HTS tapes. (a) Crosssection, (b) Schematic 
illustration of a twisted stacked-tape conductor. 
 
 
 
      
3x3 conductor 
 
12 conductor  
 (a) (b) 
Fig. 3  (a) Cross-sections of 3x3 cable and 12 cable conductors made of the twisted 
stacked tape basic cables. (b) Schematic illustration of 1-stage 12-conductor cable made 
of 12 twisted stacked basic cables (Illustrated by Val Fishman).  
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Fig. 4  6 kA YBCO tape conductor CICC.  Twisted stacked 50-tapes of 5 mm width are 
in a perforated tube and enclosed with a 11 mm x 11 mm square stainless steel jacket of 
1.5 mm thickness. 
 
 
3. Longitudinal Strain in Twisted Tape 
 
The pitch length of a twisted stacked tapes is limited by the range of strain tolerances 
of the tape superconductors.  Fig. 5 shows schematic illustrations of a twisted single flat 
tape, a conventional lapped-tape cable and a twisted stacked-tape cable. 
When a twist with an angle φ is applied to a thin rectangular tape (width w and 
thickness t) of the length L as shown in Fig. 5a, the longitudinal chord 
! 
AB1  parallel to the 
z-axis at the distance x (y=0) from the z-axis elongates to 
! 
AB2 , and the length is given by   
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Therefore the tensile axial longitudinal strain εt of the chord 
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is obtained as [22]  
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where θ is the twist angle per unit length (
! 
" =# /L ).  
In the application of a torsional twist to a tape it is assumed that the tape does not 
have net force in the longitudinal direction.  That is, the longitudinal tensile force due to 
the torsional strain results in the shortening of the tape and zero net internal longitudinal 
force in the tape [22], [23].  The compressive strain εo is established in the central chord 
of the tape.  It is determined from the condition that the integrated longitudinal force (and 
thus strains) over the tape cross-section (a width 2w and an overall thickness 2t) is to be 
zero [22]. The integrated axial force of the total stress σx = E εt + E εo (E is Young’s 
modulus.) due to the tensile longitudinal strain εt of Eq. (2) and the shortening contraction 
εo is given as follows, and should be zero. 
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From this equation, the compressive strain εo is obtained as  
 
! 
"o = #
$ 2w2
6 .      (4) 
 
Now the actual longitudinal strain εx of the summation of the tensile strain εt and the 
compressive strain εo is given as a function of the distance x,  
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# 2
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Eq. (5) shows the actual longitudinal strains in the tape, which are compressive in the 
region between 
! 
"w / 3 < x < w / 3  and tensional between 
! 
w / 3 < x < w . 
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(c) 
Fig. 5  Schematic illustrations of (a) a single twisted thin rectangular tape, and two types 
of HTS tape cables: (b) Conventional lapped-tape cable, and (c) Twisted stacked-tape 
cable. 
 
Commonly the shear strain and stress are used for torsional twisting mechanics [17]-
[19], [24].  The shear strain γxz in the twisted narrow rectangular cross-section tape is 
given by 
! 
" xz = 2# y  for the tape shown in Fig. 5a.  The maximum shear strain γmax in the 
tape is written as 
! 
"max = 2# t  which occurs in the middle portion of the long surface of the 
rectangular tape surface [24]. Using the maximum shear strain 
! 
"max = 2# t , the 
longitudinal strain εx of Eq. (5) and its maximum and minimum values are written as; 
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   at the tape center (x=0).  (8) 
 
Since superconducting area in an HTS tape is engaged with a large amount of 
various material of substrate or reinforcement clad, it is difficult to define the thickness 
for obtaining the maximum shearing strain γmax. The longitudinal strain Eq. (5) is 
independent of the thickness of the tape; therefore Eq. (5) is better for the analysis of a 
thin rectangular HTS tape than Eq. (6). 
Fig. 5b shows a schematic illustration of a conventional HTS cable composed of 
multiple tapes lapped circumferentially on a cylindrical surface.  Our novel conductor 
concept, assembled with a twisted stack of HTS tapes, is illustrated in Fig. 5c. The 
stacked conductor is twisted about a longitudinal axis of the stack. During the cabling 
processes of the conventional lapped-tape and stacked-tape cables, the HTS tapes 
experience torsional twisting strains. The axial longitudinal strains in both cases shown in 
Figs. 5b and 5c are mathematically treated in the same way. Therefore the following 
analyses are applied to both cases.   
For a torsional twist of the twist angle θ (θ = φ/L), the tensile longitudinal strain εtxh 
of the chord 
! 
AB1  in a tape located at the distance y=h from the cable center (the z-axis) 
shown in Figs. 5b and 5c is given from the analogy of Eq. (2) in the single tape analysis:  
 
! 
" txh y = h( ) =
1
2#
2 x 2 + h2( )      (9) 
 
where h is the distance of the tape location from the z-axis. 
Since longitudinal forces are not applied to any tapes during lapping or twisting 
during cabling, the net longitudinal force of each tape is zero at equilibrium as in the case 
of a single twisted tape.  From the force balance accompanying the shortening 
compressive strain εoh for each tape,  
 
! 
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From this equation the shortening compressive internal strain εoh in a tape is given by 
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$ 2
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The longitudinal strain εxh of a tape in both lapped-tape and stacked-tape cables is thus 
given by  
! 
"xh = " txh +"oh =
1
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Eq. (12) shows that the actual longitudinal strain εxh is equal to that of a twisted single-
tape and it does not depend on the tape location h in the y-direction. Therefore any tapes 
in both lapped-tape and stacked-tape cables experiences the exact same longitudinal 
strain distribution as that of the single twisted tape given by Eq. (5). 
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4. Critical Current of Twisted Tape Conductor 
 
The critical current is a function of the axial longitudinal strain εx as well as the 
magnetic field B. Since the longitudinal strains are not constant, but distribute in a twisted 
tape, the critical current Ic of a twisted tape is written by an integration of critical current 
densities jc(B, εx) over the tape cross-section, which has a width 2w and the 
superconductor layer thickness 2d, with a strain εx(x) given by Eq. (5); 
 
! 
Ic (B) = 2d jc B, "x( )
#w
w
$ dx .       (13) 
 
where the integration with respect to the tape thickness has been performed, since the 
strain is independent on the tape thickness.  The critical current density jc(B, ε) for an 
axial strain ε is obtained from critical current data Ic(B,ε) of axial strain tests; 
! 
jc B, "( ) = Ic B, "( ) 4d w( ) .  
The total critical current Ic of a stacked cable composed of n tapes is given a function 
of the axial longitudinal strain by 
 
! 
Ic (B) = Ick (Bk ) =
k=1
n
" 2d jc Bk , #x( )
$w
w
% dx
k=1
n
" .        (14) 
 
5. Magnetic Self-Field 
 
The magnetic self-field of a stacked tape conductor can be analytically calculated for 
an infinitively long conductor if the current density of a tape is uniform [20].  Fig. 6 
shows a cross-section (2a x 2b) of a stacked tape conductor in an x-y plain.  The current 
flows along the z-axis.  An infinite line-conductor of the cross-section dξ x dη at (ξ, η) 
carrying a current density j (A) produces the magnetic field strength hp at P(x, y).  The 
field strength component hx and hy of hp are easily obtained by Ampere’s law [25] as;  
 
! 
hx = "
j (y "#)
2${(x "%)2 + (y "#)2} d% d#  
(15) 
! 
hy =
j (x "#)
2${(x "#)2 + (y "%)2}
d# d% 
 
 
P(x, y)
hy
hx
ph
x
y
0 a-a
b
-b
(!, ")
 
Fig. 6  Magnetic self-field of a stacked tape conductor. 
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The field components are integrated along the conductor of each tape where the 
current locally flows. The integration can be solved analytically. In this paper, for 
simplification, we expect the current to flow uniformly over the stacked conductor cross-
section of 2a x 2b.  The field components Hx and Hy at P(x, y) due to the total cable 
current I (A) are given as,  
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The critical current of coated YBCO tape is more sensitive to the perpendicular field 
to the tape plane (H⊥ab plane) than the parallel field (H//ab).  Fig. 7 shows the 
perpendicular field Hy calculated from Eq. (17) for a 40-tape stacked conductor made of 
4 mm width, 0.1 mm thick tapes at the current 3.2 kA (a=2 mm, b=2 mm, and I=3.2 kA).  
The figure shows a quarter of the stacked cable cross-section.  The maximum field Hy is 
about 275 mT at the edge of the center tape among the stacked tapes.  
Fig. 8 shows the similar field distribution, but for a 4-tape cable with the current of 
253 A (a=2 mm, b=0.2 mm, and I=253 A). The maximum perpendicular field Hy is about 
50 mT.  The self-field results in a noticeable degradation of the cable critical current as 
will be discussed later.  
 
 
Fig. 7  Perpendicular field Hy distribution calculated from Eq. (17) for a 40-tape stacked 
conductor made of 4 mm width, 0.1 mm thick tapes at the current 3.2 kA. 
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Fig. 8  Perpendicular field Hy distribution calculated from Eq. (17) for a 4-tape stacked 
conductor made of 4 mm width, 0.1 mm thick tapes at the current 253 A. 
 
 
6. Inductance Distribution among tapes 
 
The current distribution in twisted stacked-tape conductor is not uniform as the tapes 
are not transposed, they are just twisted.  In this section we evaluated the inductance 
distribution among the tapes in a twisted stacked-tape conductor. In this calculation we 
neglected the magnetic susceptibility of the tapes. 
The mutual inductance of two parallel straight conductor elements, whose cross-
sections are small compared with their separation, of the length L [m] and the separation 
D [m] is given by [26] 
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The self-inductance Ls a straight wire of the radius a is written by 
 
! 
Ls "
µ0 L
2 # ln
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a
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) *
3
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. 
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Our interest is inductance differences among tapes in a stacked thin tape conductor.  
The inductance of the individual tape is composed of the self-inductance and the mutual-
inductances between tapes, and additionally a coil inductance should be added to it if the 
conductor makes a magnet. In the case magnet conductor, the large magnet coil 
inductance is added to the inductances of all tapes equally, therefore the mutual-
inductance differences among tapes can be suppressed with the coil inductance and the 
inductance distribution among tapes can be neglected.  To perform an inductance 
distribution analysis of a stacked tape conductor itself, we need to obtain only the mutual 
inductance differences since the self inductance and the coil inductance affect all tapes 
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equally.  
If a cable circuit  is composed of two cables for a round-loop circuit, Eqs. (18) and 
(19) of the mutual and self inductances can be simplified as  
 
! 
M = µ0 L2 " ln
1
D
# 
$ 
% 
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(     (H)     (20) 
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Ls "
µ0 L
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a
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From these equations the mutual and self-inductances are both proportional to the cable 
length L.  
When a stacked-tape cable is twisted as shown in Fig. 5(c), the outer tapes are longer 
than the inner ones. If the stacked tape conductor thickness 2h=4 mm and the twist pitch 
Lp=120 mm, the far outer tape is calculated to be only 0.55% longer than the center one.  
Therefore the tape length differences can be neglect for the analysis of the inductance 
distribution.  We can use a constant value for L in Eqs. (20) and (21), and it will be 
sufficient to analyze the inductance distribution.  
For a parallel conductor of two thin flat tapes with a short separation shown in Fig. 
9, we need to replace the separation D and the radius a in Eqs. (20) and (21) to the 
Geometric Mean Distance (G.M.D.) ℜD and ℜa, respectively.  The mutual-inductance Mij 
between two tapes (i and j) in a stacked tape conductor and the self inductance Ls are 
written as; 
 
! 
Mij =
µ0 L
2 " ln
1
#Dij
$ 
% 
& & 
' 
( 
) )      (H)     (22) 
! 
Ls "
µ0 L
2 # ln
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( 
) 
*      (H)               (23) 
 
where ℜDij is the G.M.D. of the separation Dij of two-tapes (i and j) which is given by Dij 
= (j-i)D.  For a 2G tape, such as the width 2w=4 mm, the superconductor thickness 
2d=0.001 mm and the separation D=0.1 mm, the G.M.D. ℜDij and ℜa are approximated 
by [27],  
 
! 
"Dij # 0.41 (Dij /w) + 0.22{ }Dij           (24) 
! 
"a # 0.223 (2d + 2w)           (25)  
 
2w
2d
2w
2d
D
 
Fig. 9 Cross-section view of a parallel conductor of two thin flat tapes (the width 2w 
and the thickness 2d) with a short separation D. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 10  Inductance distribution among tapes of stack tape conductors.  (a) 4-tape 
conductor. The inductance of the outer tape is 97% of that of the inner tape.  (b) 40-tape 
conductor. 36 tapes have inductances that are more than 95% of the maximum tape 
inductance (Two tapes at each end have values more than 93% of the maximum value.). 
 
 
Inductances among tapes were calculated for 4-tape and 40-tape stacked conductors 
(the tape width 2w=4 mm and the superconductor thickness 2d=0.001 mm).  The tapes 
were tightly packed with the separation D=0.1 mm. The total mutual inductance Mi of the 
i-th tape in a conductor of N tapes is obtained with Eq. (22) from,  
 
! 
Mi = Mij
j=1
N
"  (j ≠ i)        (26) 
 
The calculated results for 4-tape (N=4) and 40-tape (N=40) are given in Fig. 10 (a) 
and (b), respectively.  The inductance of the outer tape for a 4-tape conductor is 95% of 
that of the inner tape.  The inductance distribution of a 40-tape conductor is at least 95% 
of the maximum tape inductance value for 36 tapes among 40 tapes.  The inductances of 
the outer two tapes at each far end are more than 93% of the maximum value.   One can 
conclude that the non-uniformity of the inductances among the tapes in a stacked tape 
conductor will not be a critical issue compared with the magnetic self-field effect. 
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7. AC Losses 
 
In this section, we will discuss hysteresis and coupling losses of a twisted stacked-
tape conductor.  We first evaluate the hysteresis losses in cables made from a large 
number of flat tapes.  Formulations of the hysteresis losses without a transport current for 
both parallel and perpendicular fields acting upon a single flat superconducting tape and a 
stacked-tape cable of an infinite number of tapes are briefly reviewed.  The formulations 
are used to evaluate the hysteresis losses for twisted stacked-tape cables. The main 
benefit of a twisted stacked-tape cable with regard to AC losses is to reduce induced loop 
currents and coupling losses by twisting.   
 
7.1. Hysteresis-loss formulas 
 
Parallel field 
The hysteresis losses Qh [J/m3 cycle] per unit volume of superconductor  per full 
cycle (0 +Ba  0  -Ba  0) of a type-II superconducting tape (untwisted) in parallel 
fields to the flat surface have been calculated using a slab superconductor model as [28]. 
The results are: 
 
i) For Ba < Bpd, 
! 
Qh =
2Ba3
3µ0Bpd
         (27) 
ii) For Ba > Bpd, 
! 
Qh =
2
µ0
Ba Bpd "{
2Bpd 2
3 }     (28) 
! 
" 2d Jc Ba             (29) 
 
where 2w and 2d are the width and the thickness of a thin, infinitively long 
superconducting tape, respectively, as shown in Fig. 11.  Jc is the critical current density, 
Ba is the amplitude of the applied external magnetic flux, and Bpd is  
 
! 
Bpd = µ0Jcd        (30) 
 
here µ0 is the permeability of free space (4πx10-7 H/m).  
 
0
y z
x
w
-w
-dd
aB
x 2d
2w
0
 
Fig. 11  Tape in parallel field to the wide surface. 
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Perpendicular field 
The hysteresis losses for a thin flat tape in perpendicular fields has been analyzed 
earlier by Halse [29] and more recently by Brandt and Indenborn [30].  The current 
density and flux density gradients  differ from those of the Bean critical state model due 
to demagnetizing effects of the perpendicular geometry. The hysteresis losses Qh [J/m3 
cycle] per unit volume per full cycle of a thin tape in perpendicular fields (Fig. 12) can 
been written as [29], [30]:  
 
! 
Qh =
8 Bpd Bpw
" µ0
ln cosh " Ba2Bpd
# 
$ 
% % 
& 
' 
( ( 
) 
* 
+ 
, + 
-
" Ba
4Bpd
tanh " Ba2Bpd
# 
$ 
% % 
& 
' 
( ( 
. 
/ 
+ 
0 + 
  (31) 
where 
! 
Bpw = µ0Jcw        (32) 
 
If πBa /(2Bpd) > 10, Eq. (31) can be approximated to   
 
! 
Qh "
2 Bpw Ba
µ0
2# tanh $ Ba2Bpd
% 
& 
' ' 
( 
) 
* * 
+ 
, 
- 
. - 
/ 
0 
- 
1 -     (33) 
! 
" 2wJc Ba              (34) 
 
The hysteresis losses for a YBCO tape in a large perpendicular field Ba at Ba > 20 
Bpd/π  can be estimated with an equation similar to Eq. (29) obtained with the slab model.  
 
y z
x
w-w
-d
d
a
x
y
0
B
2d
2w
0
 
Fig. 12  Tape in perpendicular field to the tape surface. 
 
 
 
Stacked tape infinite array 
Hysteresis-loss calculations for an infinite array of a stacked tape (shown in Fig. 13) 
exposed to perpendicular fields have been carried out by Mawatari [31]-[33].  He 
simplified the infinite array analysis with a mathematical transformation.  Results of the 
hysteresis loss Qh [J/m3 cycle] per unit volume per full cycle are, 
 
i) For 
! 
Ba
Bpd
<
2
"
, 
! 
Qh "
# Ba4
3µ0Bpd Bpw
D
2d
$ 
% 
& 
' 
( 
) 
2
      (35) 
ii) For 
! 
2
"
<
Ba
Bpd
<
2w
D , 
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! 
Qh "
2 Ba3
3µ0 Bpw
D
2d
# 
$ 
% 
& 
' 
( 
2
      (36) 
iii) For 
! 
Ba
Bpd
>
2w
D , 
! 
Qh " 2 wJc Ba #
4 Bpd Bpw
3µ0
2w
D
$ 
% 
& 
' 
( 
)     (37) 
! 
" 2 wJc Ba            (38) 
 
where D is the separation distance between the YBCO superconducting layers.  
This equation indicates the hysteresis loss for a stacked tape in a large perpendicular field 
Ba at Ba > 2w Bpd/D is similar to Eq. (34) for a single tape in perpendicular field.  
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Fig. 13  Infinite tape array along y-axis in perpendicular field to the tape surface. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 14  Critical current of SuperPower YBCO tape at 4.2 K in parallel and perpendicular 
fields from data obtained from SuperPower [34].  The critical current of an ITER TF 
Nb3Sn wire of 0.82 mm diameter is also shown. 
 
 
7.2. Hysteresis loss evaluations of YBCO tapes and twisted stacked-tape cable 
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The dependence of critical current on parallel and perpendicular fields at 4.2 K is 
shown in Fig. 14 from SuperPower data [34].  The standard SuperPower tape has a width  
of 2w=4 mm, a YBCO thickness of 2d=1 µm, and a total tape thickness of 0.1 mm 
including the substrate and copper. 
 
 
Calculated hysteresis-loss Results for untwisted tape 
Hysteresis losses for an untwisted cable have been calculated for a full cycle for the 
cases of parallel fields using Eqs. (27) and (28), and perpendicular fields using Eq. (31).  
The results are shown in Fig. 15.  Hysteresis losses for the perpendicular fields are two to 
four order of magnitude larger than that in parallel fields. Hysteresis loss per tape of an 
infinite array of the YBCO tapes tightly stacked (D=0.1 mm) in perpendicular fields is 
also plotted in Fig. 15.  The hysteresis losses of the stacked tape array obtained from Eqs. 
(35) and (36) for a field range lower than about 5 T are smaller than that of a single tape 
in perpendicular fields.  This is due to the well-known field shielding effects in arrays of 
a multiple superconducting tapes [31], [32]. At  fields below about 50 mT, the hysteresis 
loss of the infinite array is smaller than that of a single tape parallel to the field.  At high 
field (> 5 T) the hysteresis loss is very similar to that of a single tape (given by Eq. (31)) 
in perpendicular fields. As expected from Eqs. (34) and (38), hysteresis loss of an infinite 
tape array at the field range of Ba > 2wBpd/D can be estimated from the results of a slab of 
the same width in a perpendicular field [33].   
Fig. 16 shows the perpendicular-field hysteresis-loss dependence on the width (2w) 
of the tape.  The loss is approximately proportional to Bpd and Bpw as seen in Eq. (31), 
therefore the losses increase with increasing the tape width. On the other hand, as shown 
in Fig. 17, the infinite array hysteresis-losses estimated with Eqs. (35) and (36) in the low 
field range of Ba < 2wBpd/D decrease with increasing tape widths, although the losses at 
high field show the same behavior as those of the single tape: the hysteresis loss increases 
with the width. 
 
 
Fig. 15  Calculated hysteresis losses for YBCO tape of the width 2w=4 mm in parallel 
fields and in perpendicular field, and hysteresis loss per tape of an infinite tape array 
tightly stacked (D=0.1 mm) in perpendicular field. 
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Fig. 16  Calculated hysteresis losses of a tape in perpendicular field for three different 
tape widths: 2w=2 mm (Ic=40 A), 2w=4 mm (Ic =80 A), and 2w=10 mm (Ic =200 A). 
 
  
Fig. 17  Calculated hysteresis losses of an infinite array of tapes in perpendicular field for 
three different tape widths. 
 
 
Hysteresis loss evaluation for a twisted tape 
A twisted tape is exposed to magnetic fields of 360-degree orientations over one 
twist pitch length. Current and field distributions in a twisted superconducting tape at 
tilted fields to the tape surface are very complex [35].  To analyze hysteresis losses of a 
twisted tape and a twisted stacked-tape conductor we will need Finite Element Analysis 
similar to the one performed by Amamiya, et al. [36].  In this section we will evaluate the 
hysteresis losses of a twisted stacked-tape conductor using the following simplified 
approximation method. 
Fig. 18 shows a conceptual principle of hysteresis loss calculation of a twisted tape.  
The field is rotated 360 degrees on a straight tape over one twist pitch length to simulate 
twisting cabling. The effective fields on the hysteresis losses composing of parallel (Bx) 
and perpendicular (By) field components of the external field Ba. 
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The hysteresis loss per tape of a twisted tape, QhSum, is calculated an averaged value 
over one twist pitch with an integration of the sum of the two components due to parallel 
and perpendicular fields as:   
 
! 
QhSum =Qhl +Qhp =
2
"
qhl0
"
2# d$ + 2" qhp0
"
2# d$          (39) 
 
where qhl and qhp are the hysteresis losses due to parallel field and perpendicular field, 
respectively. They are given from Eqs. (1) –(5) as; 
 
! 
qhl =
2Bx3
3µ0Bpdl
    for Ba < Bpdl      (40) 
! 
=
2
µ0
Bx Bpdl "{
2Bpdl 2
3 }     for Ba > Bpdl          (41) 
! 
qhp =
8 Bpdp Bpwp
" µ0
ln cosh " By2Bpdp
# 
$ 
% % 
& 
' 
( ( 
) 
* 
+ 
, + 
-
" By
4Bpdp
tanh " By2Bpdp
# 
$ 
% % 
& 
' 
( ( 
. 
/ 
+ 
0 + 
   (42) 
! 
Bpdl = µ0 Jcl (Bx ) d        (43) 
! 
Bpdp = µ0 Jcp (By ) d        (44) 
! 
Bpwp = µ0 Jcp (By ) w        (45) 
! 
Bx = Ba cos "         (46) 
! 
By = Ba sin "         (47) 
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Fig. 18  Cross section view of a tape to show a conceptual principle of hysteresis loss 
calculation of a twisted tape.  
 
 
The integration of Eq. (39) was performed by the Gaussian integration method of 
order 40 using Microsoft Excel®. Calculated results of the hysteresis losses of Qhl , Qhp 
and their sum QhSum are plotted in Fig. 19.  The loss Qhl is one to three order of magnitude 
larger than Qhp, therefore their sum QhSum is approximately the same as Qhp [37], as seen 
in Fig. 19.     
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Fig. 19  Calculated hysteresis losses for a twisted YBCO tape of the width 2w=4 mm 
with parallel field loss Qhl and perpendicular field loss Qhp, and the sum QhSum. 
 
 
The hysteresis loss can be evaluated from single tape models for the high fields, qhl  
and qhp  are given in Eqs. (29) and (34), respectively, that is, qhl=2dJcBacosθ  and 
qhp=2wJcBasinθ.  The total hysteresis loss QhSum is approximated from Eq. (39) to  
 
! 
QhSum =
4 JcBa
"
d + w( ) # 4
"
wJcBa     (48) 
 
From Eq. (48) it can be shown that the hysteresis loss of the twisted tape in high 
fields (Ba>Bpd) is about 2/π times (64%) the hysteresis loss of a single tape in 
perpendicular field.  That is, hysteresis loss at high fields is reduced to 64% by twisting.  
 
Hysteresis loss evaluation for a twisted stacked-tape conductor  
A hysteresis loss calculation model for a twisted stacked-tape similar to that for a 
single tape (Fig. 18) is shown in Fig. 20. Hysteresis loss of a twisted stacked-tape is 
calculated in the same way as that of a single tape by using Eq. (39).  In order to evaluate 
the magnetic field shielding effect due to tape stacking, hysteresis loss of a twisted tightly 
stacked tape conductor (D=0.1 mm) was evaluated using expressions of Eqs. (35)–(37) of 
the infinite array model for qhp inside Eq. (39) over one twist pitch. The results are shown 
in Fig. 21, and compared with the sum QhSum shown in Fig. 19. The shielding effect 
reduces the hysteresis loss by three orders of magnitude at lower fields.  For high fields 
Ba > 2wBpd/D (Ba > 5 T), the shielding effect disappears as seen also in Fig. 15.   
The shielding effect of multi layers of stacked tapes at high fields is negligible, 
therefore Eq. (48) will give a good approximation for the twisted stacked tape conductor. 
However, at lower fields the field shielding becomes effective to the hysteresis loss.  It 
makes difficult to estimate the hysteresis loss of an actual stacked tape conductor in the 
low field region.  But it will be between the QhSum curve and the infinite array assumption 
curve (Fig. 21).   
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Fig. 20  Cross section view of a stacked tape conductor to show a conceptual principle of 
hysteresis loss calculation of a twisted stacked-tape conductor.  
 
 
7.3. Discussion of hysteresis loss   
 
For high magnetic field applications such as fusion magnets in the high field range 
of Ba > 2wBpd/D (Ba > 5 T), hysteresis loss is approximated with only the loss due to 
perpendicular field component. The hysteresis loss of an infinite array is similar to that of 
a single tape in perpendicular fields. 
Hysteresis losses of YBCO tapes with a 4 mm width (Ic=207 A in perpendicular 
field) and with a 10 mm width (Ic=518 A in perpendicular field) calculated for Ba=+12 T 
full cycle are 1.6x109 J/m3 (6.2 J/m) and 3.0x109 J/m3 (30 J/m), respectively, obtained by 
the twisted infinite array model.  By comparison, the estimated hysteresis loss of an ITER 
TF Nb3Sn wire is plotted in Fig. 21, based on the ITER specifications; diameter 0.82 mm, 
critical current Ic 264 A at 12 T and 4.2 K, hysteresis loss about 1x106 J/m3 for +3 T full 
cycle, and the critical currents evaluated for a typical ITER TF Luvata wire (shown in 
Fig. 14).  The estimated hysteresis loss of a Nb3Sn wire of ITER TF magnets is about 
1.6x106 J/m3 (0.4 J/m cycle ) for +12 T full cycle.   
 
 
Fig. 21  Calculated hysteresis losses for a twisted YBCO tape of the width 2w=4 mm, and 
hysteresis loss per tape of an infinite tape array tightly stacked (D=0.1 mm) obtained 
from the perpendicular field component by averaging over one twist pitch simulating 
twisting.  Evaluated hysteresis loss of an ITER TF wire is also plotted.  
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Fig. 22  Calculated unit hysteresis losses per ampere and per meter  (J/A m cycle)  for a 
twisted YBCO tape of the width 2w=4 mm, and an infinite tape array tightly stacked 
(D=0.1 mm) ITER TF wire.   
 
 
In actual applications, hysteresis losses for unit current is important, not for unit 
volume, since the current density of YBCO tape is much higher than that of Nb3Sn wire.  
The hysteresis losses plotted in Fig. 21 are converted to hysteresis losses per unit current 
and unit length (J/A·m cycle), and they are plotted in Fig. 22.  Comparing 4 mm width 
YBCO tape (Ic=207 A) with 0.82 mm diameter Nb3Sn wire (Ic=264 A) at 12 T and 4.2 
K, hysteresis loss per unit current and unit length of a stacked YBCO conduct is about 
one order of magnitude larger than that of the ITER TF wire at 4.2 K, although the 
volume hysteresis loss of the YBCO tape is three orders of magnitude larger than that of 
the Nb3Sn wire. 
Hysteresis losses of twisted stacked-tape conductor made of 2G YBCO tapes are 
estimated based on existing theories of a slab model in a parallel field, a thin tape in a 
perpendicular field and an infinitively stacked tape array in a perpendicular field. 
Hysteresis losses have been calculated taking account the critical currents for magnetic 
fields between 1 mT and 16 T using SuperPower critical current data at 4.2 K.  Hysteresis 
losses for twisted YBCO tapes due to the perpendicular field component of the applied 
field dominate the total loss. Although the volume hysteresis loss of a stacked YBCO 
conductor is up to three orders of magnitude larger than that of the ITER TF Nb3Sn wire, 
the hysteresis loss per unit current and unit length of YBCO tapes is only one order of 
magnitude larger than that of the ITER TF wire at 4.2 K.  Even if hysteresis loss of HTS 
YBCO tape is one order of magnitude larger than that of Nb3Sn wire at 4.2 K, the AC 
losses of HTS tapes are less critical, since the HTS tapes can be operated at higher 
temperatures (20 K - 50 K) than that of Nb3Sn wires and thermal capacities of composite 
materials are much higher at those temperatures compared to values at 4.2 K. 
 
7.4 Coupling loss 
 
A current induced between stacked tapes by a parallel field to the tape creates a 
coupling loss.  The induced current is proportional to the square of the twist pitch length 
of a twisted stacked-tape cable [28].  The time constant of the coupling current is also 
proportional to the square of the twist pitch length.   The coupling current loss is 
proportional to the time constant [28].  Therefore it is desired to reduce the twist pitch. 
However, this is limited by strain and other mechanical properties due to twisting.  The 
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coupling loss is known to decrease by increasing the transverse resistance between tapes 
[28].  However, in order to allow current sharing between tapes lower transverse 
resistance is desired.  It is importance to optimize electrical resistances between tapes by 
using proper electric filler such as soldering.  It is also important to maintain a proper 
support for the twisted cable under the electromagnetic force during operation involving 
high current and high field. 
It is noted that the twisted stacked-tape cabling is beneficial to operation stabilities 
by reducing magnetic diffusion time constant, as that of conventional superconducting 
wires treated with twisting technologies. AC losses due to transport current and its self-
field effect are not discussed here, but Müller has analyzed those effects for stacked tapes 
in perpendicular field [38]. The twisted stacked-tape conductors will be useful to high 
current conductors for DC or low-frequency high field magnets and power transmission 
cables.  For AC power-line frequency or high frequency applications, twisted stacked-
tape conductors will be composed of narrow or multifilamentay tapes [36], [39]. 
 
 
8. Termination 
 
In conventional termination methods of superconducting cables, the superconducting 
wires are bundled and jointed together with soldering.  However, this method is not 
suitable for YBCO tape cables. The asymmetric conductivity of a 2G coated conductor 
shown in Fig. 1 is unique compared with other superconductors such as NbTi, Nb3Sn and 
BSCCO wires.  So far mostly YBCO tapes have been used in a single tape form, 
therefore it has not been problematic.  When YBCO tapes are stacked for a multi-tape 
conductor, the conductor terminations and joints between the tapes must be fabricated 
properly taking into account of the asymmetric electric conductivity [21].  
A termination method for a YBCO tape cable was developed using other type 
symmetric HTS tapes such as BSCCO tapes as shown in Fig. 23. This figure illustrates a 
stacked YBCO tape cables (right side) composed with multiple tape cables to be 
terminated to a copper lead (not shown) with solder (left side). The conductive side 
(silver layer side) of each tape of stacked YBCO tapes is connected to a BSCCO tape 
(joint between YBCO and BSCCO tapes). The other end of the BSCCO tapes is soldered 
to a copper lead. In this soldered area an additional BSCCO tape is inserted between the 
BSCCO tapes to make space to insert the YBCO tapes between BSCCO tapes at the joint 
section.  In the YBCO joint section, YBCO tapes (conductive silver side) are soldered to 
BSCCO tape to make low resistive connection for a permanent joint, or they are jointed 
with mechanical pressure contacts without soldering for a quick demountable joint.  
Based on this termination method, a compact termination unit for YBCO tape cable 
is shown in Fig. 24.  In this figure the soldered termination section in Fig. 23 is 
encapsulated in a metallic tube of good electric conductive material such as copper. In the 
right side of the BSCCO tapes, YBCO tapes are inserted between the BSCCO tapes for 
connection.   
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Fig. 23  Conceptual schematic illustration of proposed YBCO Tape termination using 
BSCCO tapes between YBCO tapes and copper joint. 
 
 
The termination method just discussed allows for uniform connections of a joint for 
a stacked tape conductor composed of flat tapes having non-uniform surface electric 
conductivity like YBCO tapes.  This method is used for a termination between a stacked 
tape cable and a terminator like a copper lead, and also for a joint between stacked tape 
cables. It can be demountable.  Fig. 25 shows a joint between two YBCO tape cables (A 
at left and B at right) using BSCCO tapes.  BSCCO tapes can be operated at higher 
temperature (higher Tc) than YBCO tapes (lower Tc).  Depending applications and 
operation conditions, a length of the BSCCO tape section of the center section in Fig. 25 
could be optimized.  
The termination and joint methods allow design flexibilities of joint fabrications 
either for a permanent soldered joint and a demountable joint.  Furthermore by using 
higher Tc HTS tapes such as BSCCO tapes, degradations of YBCO conductors due to 
temperature rise at joint area can be reduced.  
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Fig. 24  YBCO tapes are sandwiched between BSCCO tapes of a compact termination 
unit. 
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Fig. 25  Joint between YBCO tape cable A (left) and B (right) using BSCCO tapes. 
 
 
9. Experimental 
 
9.1 Torsional Twist Tests of BSCCO and YBCO Tapes 
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Fig. 26 shows a torsion device to test a 380 mm long HTS tape that includes 40 mm 
terminations. The tapes at both ends were connected to copper leads.  The 300 mm test-
section had two sets of voltage taps.  The voltage tap separations were 100 mm and 200 
mm. The lower termination of the sample is fixed, while the upper termination was 
mounted on a rotatable rod which, connected to a counter to measure the rotation with a 
resolution of 1 degree.  The insert in Fig. 26(a) shows a twisted sample with voltage tap 
wires.  Torsion experiments were performed with YBCO and BSCCO-2223 tapes under 
varying torsion; tests were performed in liquid nitrogen (77 K) in the absence of 
externally applied magnetic field [15].  The YBCO tape was a 2G Type SCS 4050 on 50 
µm nickel alloy (Hastelloy) substrate with a surrounding copper stabilizer (made by 
SuperPower, Inc.). The tape width and thickness were 4.05 mm and 0.128 mm, 
respectively.  The BSCCO tape was a PIT-processed Bi-2223 in a silver alloy matrix with 
a clad of 35 µm stainless steel reinforcement on both sides (made by American 
Superconductor Co., AMSC). The BSCCO tape width and thickness were 3.05 mm and 
0.249 mm, respectively. The BSCCO tapes were the same used for the levitating coil of 
the Levitated Dipole Experiment (LDX) [40].  
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 26  (a) Overview of a torsion test probe on a G10 plate of 915 mm height, 76 mm 
width and 6 mm thick.  Test tape of a 300 mm section is twisted by rotating the upper 
current lead. The insert shows an enlarged twisted tape.  (b) The probe is in a Dewar.  A 
counter on a top flange measures the twisting angle.  
 
 
Twisting of BSCCO tape 
Test results of BSCOO tapes are shown in Fig. 27(a). The critical currents 
normalized to the initial critical current of the undisturbed tape (69.4 A for the 1st sample 
and 67.4 A for the 2nd sample) are plotted as a function of the twist pitch in Fig. 27(a).  
Two samples obtained from the same spool were tested. One sample (open circles) was 
twisted and then untwisted once at a twist pitch of 103 mm.  The second sample (crosses) 
was twisted-untwisted 9 times.  The data clearly showed that the degradations due to the 
strain of the twisting did not recover after the tapes were untwisted and the strains 
relaxed.  The torsion or strain seemed to create permanent damage. As seen in Fig. 27(a), 
the degradation of the critical current sharply increased for twist pitches shorter than 200 
mm.  The n-values of the critical current (V∝In), obtained at the criteria of 100 µV/m and 
1000 µV/m, are shown in Fig. 27(b).  The n-values decreased from 16 to 12 during the 
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two-cycle torsion process.  The bold line in Fig. 27(a) shows an analytical result obtained 
from Eqs. (5) and (13).  The longitudinal strain εx distributions obtained from Eq. (5) for 
the BSCCO tape with various twist pitches are shown as a function of its width x in Fig. 
28(a).  In the analysis the critical currents of the BSCCO as a function of the axial strain 
were approximated by the following empirical equations [41]; 
 
Ic/Io = exp(70 εx)    for εx < 0 
Ic/Io = exp{-(400-12.8) εx - 400 x 0.004} for 0 < εx < 0.004       (49) 
Ic/Io = exp(400 εx)    for 0.004 < εx. 
 
These equations were selected to reflect the manufacturer’s general specification values 
of 5% degradation at 0.4% strain for the BSCCO-2223 tapes.  The analytical current 
degradation from Eq. (49) was plotted in Fig. 28.  The critical currents of the twisted tape 
were obtained from Eq. (13) by the integration of Eq. (14).  The integration in Eq. (13) 
was carried out by the Gaussian integration method of order 40 using Microsoft Excel®. 
The experimental results of BSCCO tape depart sharply from the analytical line 
below a twist pitch of 200 mm as seen in Fig. 27(a). In the analytical model the plastic 
yielding of the tape was not considered.  However, the tested tapes showed clearly 
permanent twisted-deformation when the applied torsion was released. As mentioned 
earlier, the maximum shear stress occurs at the tape center surface. Therefore, the center 
area of the tape, where strain is compressive, could be yielding more than other areas of 
the tensile strain. Consequently the actual compressive strain could be larger than the 
calculated values, therefore one can expect that the critical current degradation deviates 
from the analytical calculation for twist pitches below 200 mm, due to the yielding 
phenomena.   
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 27  (a) Normalized critical currents as a function of the twist pitch. Two BSCCO 
tape tests are shown along with a curve of the analytical model. (b) The n-values of the 
2nd sample. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 28  (a) Calculated longitudinal strain distributions for 3 mm width BSCCO tape 
along the width.  (b) Normalized critical current of BSCCO tape as a function of the axial 
strain [41]. 
 
 
Twisting of YBCO tape 
The critical current degradation of YBCO sample as a function of twist pitch is 
shown in Fig. 29.  The degraded critical current, normalized by the pre-test critical 
current (86.5 A), is plotted as a function of the twist pitch in Fig. 29(a).  The criterion of 
the critical current was 100 µV/m. During application of the torsion (Torsion Up 1st 
cycle), the twist pitch was decreased to 100 mm, and then the twist pitch was increased to 
1000 mm (Torsion Down 1st cycle). The normalized critical currents in the 1st cycle are 
plotted with solid and open circles in the figure.  It is noted that the critical currents 
slightly increased with increasing torsion and then sharply decreased for twist pitches 
below 130 mm.  The triangles in the figure shows the test results of 2nd cycle, where the 
twist pitches were decreased to 89 mm (Torsion UP 2nd cycle) and then the torsions were 
decreased to a twist pitch of 1000 mm (Torsion Down 2nd cycle).  No permanent 
degradation of the current density was observed after the two-cycle processes.  The n-
values of the critical current (V∝In), obtained at the criteria of 100 µV/m and 1000 µV/m, 
are shown in Fig. 29(b). The n-values showed a tendency of decreasing very slightly 
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during the two-cycle torsion process, but n-values of ~32 were consistently measured 
without observing significant torsion effects.   
In Fig. 29(a), the bold line shows the analytical behavior obtained using Eqs. (5) and 
(13) by using the published axial longitudinal strain data of SuperPower YBCO [42].  
The data of the critical current vs. axial strain were approximated by the following 
polynomial equation: 
 
Ic/Io = 0.057713x1012 εx6 - 0.03979215x1010 εx5 - 0.2090279x108 εx4      
+ 0.02385557x106 εx3 - 0.1668065x104 εx2 - 0.003662115x102 εx + 1.0   (50) 
 
This equation was plotted in Fig. 30(b), and the longitudinal strain εx distributions as a 
function of width evaluated from Eq. (5) for the YBCO tape are plotted in Fig. 30(a).  
The critical currents of the twisted tape were obtained from Eq. (13) by the integration of 
Eq. (15).  The calculated curve, as seen in Fig. 29(a), agreed very well with the 
experimental results.  The slight increase in critical currents by torsion above the twist 
pitch of about 150 mm may be due to the residual strain release with the torsional twist. 
The residual strain releasing effect was not included in the present analysis.  
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 29 Critical current test results of YBCO obtained under various torsional twists; (a) 
The normalized critical currents with a curve calculated with the analytical mode, and (b) 
The n-values.  
 
 
Tape test summary 
The critical currents of BSCCO tapes with 3 mm width and a 35 µm stainless steel 
reinforcement on both sides were degraded at 200 mm twist-pitch by about 2%, and then 
sharply degraded with increasing twist pitch.  For a 120 mm twist pitch, the critical 
current degraded by 20%. The degradation of the BSCCO tape due to the torsion was not 
recovered after removing the torsion.  
On the other hand, the critical currents of YBCO tape with 4 mm width were not 
degraded by twisting of up to a 200 mm twist-pitch.  Below 130 mm twist-pitch the 
critical currents degraded very sharply.  At 90 mm twist-pitch the critical current 
degraded by 3%, but no permanent degradation was observed when the twist was 
released. The theoretical curve agreed very well with the experimental results. We 
conclude that 2G YBCO tapes are very strong to mechanical twists, but 1G BSCCO-2223 
tapes permanently degrade with twisting. 
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The longitudinal strain model discussed above describes well experimental results of 
the critical currents of a twisted tape.  In the model, the critical current of a twisted tape 
has been calculated with Eqs. (5) and (13) using the reported dependence of the critical 
current with axial strain.  Twist effects on the critical current of a conventional power 
cable composed of lapped multi tapes are evaluated from that of a twisted single tape.   
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig.30  (a) Calculated longitudinal strain distribution for 4 mm width YBCO tape along 
the width.  (b)  Normalized critical current of 2G YBCO tape as a function of the 
axial strain [42]. 
 
 
9.2 Critical Current Tests of YBCO Tape Cable 
 
Torsion twist tests of a twisted stacked-tape conductor were performed with a 4-tape 
cable made using SuperPower 2G coated YBCO tapes [20].  The YBCO tape was a 2G 
Type SCS4050 on 50 µm nickel alloy (Hastelloy®) substrate with a surrounding copper 
stabilizer.  The tape width and thickness were 4.05 mm and 0.128 mm, respectively.  
During the twisting cable tests, the following tests were carried out:   
1. Critical current test of each tape.   
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2. Critical current tests of the 4-tape stacked-cable with various twist pitches.   
3. Critical current tests of the 4-tape cable separated with 4 mm spacers between 
tapes.  
4. Current distribution measurements among 4 tapes.   
5. Termination resistance measurement of each tape.  
The twist cable test device is shown in Fig. 31. This device allows twisting the tapes 
by rotating the sample twist knob and rotating a test conductor by rotating the probe 
rotation table (not shown). Test sample length was 36” including 6” long termination to 
copper lead at each end.  The test sample was mounted at the center of a circular current 
lead composed of two half circular tubes which was connected to the bottom termination 
of the sample.  In this way the magnetic field effect on the test conductor due to the 
supply current could be neglected.  Fig. 32 shows the test probe mounted in a 2 T copper 
dipole magnet.  
The test tapes were 440 mm long including a 50 mm termination at each end.  Voltage 
taps to measure the critical current were provided on each tape of the cable with a voltage 
tap separation of 300 mm.  The lower termination of the sample was fixed.  The upper 
termination was mounted on a rotatable current lead. All experiments were performed in 
liquid nitrogen (77 K) without externally applied magnetic fields.  Joint resistances of 
each tape were measured after cable tests by cutting the tapes at the middle of the cable.  
To measure the current distributions of a 4-tape cable, a Hall current sensor device 
was developed.  The current sensor was composed of a C-shape magnetic core (11 mm x 
6.4 mm x 3.0 mm thickness) made of 430 stainless steel with a Hall sensor (F. W. Bell 
FH-301-020) and it is shown in Fig. 33(a).  Four Hall current sensors were assembled on 
a 32 mm diameter G10 rod.  The current sensor assembly was mounted between the 
lower termination and the lower voltage taps as seen in Fig. 33(b).  Each tape conductor 
passed through the center hole of the magnetic core. The tape currents were evaluated 
from the hall voltage after calibration.  
 
Critical current degradation of the first twisted stacked 4-tape cable 
A twisted stacked-tape cable was prepared with 4 YBCO tapes of SuperPower (Type 
SCS4050).  The 4 tapes were mounted between twisted copper strips, as shown in Fig. 
34.  The copper strips were insulated from the test tapes to eliminate any current bypass 
through the copper for these tests.  The cable length was 610 mm long, not including the 
terminations, and the twist pitch was 200 mm. The cable was tested in liquid nitrogen (77 
K) at self-field.  
The twisted 4-tape conductor showed about 26% degradation compared with the 
single tape.  To investigate the degradation of the cable critical currents the tapes were 
removed one by one, and each time the critical current was measured. The results are 
shown in Fig. 35.  The y-axis shows the critical current per tape normalized by the 
company data of the critical current. The degradation of three-tape conductor after 
removing one tape decreased from 26% to 21%.  Removing another tape, the degradation 
was reduced to 8%.  The last tape also showed the same degradation of 8%.  
The degradation of cable critical currents resulted mainly due to the magnetic self-
field effect and non-uniform current distribution among the tapes. YBCO tape has 
asymmetric electric conductivity due to the insulation buffer layers as described earlier.  
Therefore terminations and joints of YBCO tape cables must be fabricated properly 
taking into account of the asymmetric electric conductivity in order to obtain uniform 
current distribution among tapes.   
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(a) 
 
 
 
(b)  
 
(c)  
Fig. 31 Fabricated critical current test probe. (a) Schematic drawing of Ic measurement 
probe at 77 K with a 2 T copper magnet. (b) Inside of the test probe and conductor 
supports. (c) Test Probe with a cryostat. 
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Fig. 32  A probe for HTS conductor Ic tests is mounted in a 2” gap of a 2 T copper 
dipole magnet. The probe is placed on a rotation table to test field orientation effects.   
 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 33  Hall current sensor device. (a) Four-current-sensor assembly, two in the front and 
two in the back  In the left photo two sets of magnetic core (11 mm x 6.4 mm x 3.0 mm) 
with Hall sensor.  (b) The device is on a cable test probe.  
 
 
Fig. 34  Four-tape twisted YBCO cable between twisted Cu strip tapes with insulation 
tapes between the copper strip and stacked YBCO tape cable.  
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Fig. 35  Critical current degradations of 4-tape YBCO cables. 
 
 
Untwisted stacked 4-tape cable 
The voltages along individual tapes of an untwisted YBCO 4-tape stacked cable 
were measured.  The voltage tap separation was 300 mm.  The voltages of 4 tapes were 
simultaneously recorded during charging.  The individual tape voltages are shown in Fig. 
36 (a) as a function of the total cable current. The current of each tape was measured by 
the Hall current sensors, as shown in Fig. 36 (b).  The currents flowing in each tape of the 
stacked array were quite different.  The non-uniform current distribution seems to mainly 
result from the termination resistance deviations.  The current in tape #1 increased much 
quicker than the others, especially Tape #2.  When the voltage of Tape #1 reached about 
20 µV (corresponding to 0.66 µV/m), the current of Tape #2 increased sharply.  As will 
be shown later, the termination resistance of Tape #2 was much higher than the others.  
Even if the 4-tapes were stacked tightly (no spacer, unsoldered), the voltage along 
each tape was different as seen in Fig. 36 (a).  Sharing currents of a few amperes might 
occur across the contact resistance between tapes during the transition.  They could be 
negligible to the critical current. The cable critical currents evaluated at the criteria of 100 
µV/m (30 µV for the 300 mm voltage-tap separation) from these individual tape voltages 
of Tape #1, #2, #3 and #4 were 248 A, 258 A, 254 A and 250 A, respectively.  These 
critical currents (average 253 A) were about 24% lower than the 331 A expected from the 
sum of the individual tape values. The critical current of Tape #1, #2, #3 and #4 
measured separately were 82 A, 82 A, 84 A, and 83 A, respectively. 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 36  Charging behaviors of a 4-tape YBCO cable: (a) Tape voltages and (b) Tape 
currents of 4-tape tightly stacked cable as a function of the total current before twisting. 
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Termination resistances of the upper and lower joints of each tape were measured 
after the cable tests with a portion of a copper lead where the termination tapes were 
soldered. The results are shown in Table 1. These joints were soldered.  The total (upper 
and lower values) termination resistance results of Tape #1, #2, #3 and #4 were 0.67 µΩ, 
1.06 µΩ, 0.65 µΩ, and 0.73 µΩ, respectively. Each termination resistance was about 0.33 
µΩ.  It was noted that the upper termination resistance of Tape #2 was 0.73 µΩ.  The 
high resistance resulted in the slow charge of the current of Tape #2 seen in Fig. 36 (b). 
 
Table 1 Termination resistances of 4-tape cable measured with a portion of copper lead. 
 
Tape Upper (µΩ) Lower (µΩ) Total (µΩ) 
#1 0.30 µΩ 0.37 µΩ 0.67 µΩ 
#2 0.73 µΩ 0.33 µΩ 1.06 µΩ 
#3 0.31 µΩ 0.34 µΩ 0.65 µΩ 
#4 0.33 µΩ 0.40 µΩ 0.73 µΩ 
 
The 24% degradation of the current in the tightly stacked cable can be explained by 
the self-field effect on the critical current. According to SuperPower data for a similar 
YBCO tape, the normalized critical current is reduces to 35% at an applied perpendicular 
field of 200 mT [14].  From simple interpolation it can be estimated that the critical 
current could be reduced to 84% of the maximum value at the estimated maximum 
perpendicular self-field of 50 mT for the cable critical current of 253 A as seen in Fig. 8. 
The overall actual perpendicular self-field distribution over the tapes is smaller than 50 
mT, but the estimated degradation from the interpolation is optimistic since the critical 
current degrades much more sharply than that estimated from the 200 mT data.  
Therefore the 24% degradation observed experimentally is likely to be due to the 
perpendicular self-field of the tightly stacked-tape cable. 
 
Separated 4-tape cable 
Fig. 37 shows the sample voltage of each tape of the same 4-tape cable, but in this 
case the tapes were separated from each other by 4 mm spacers (thick Teflon TEF tape) 
as shown in Fig. 38.  During charging the tape voltages showed instabilities near the 100 
µV/m criteria voltage as seen in Fig. 37, which were not seen in the tightly stacked cable.  
The transition behaviors of the V-I curves of the separated tape cable are quite different 
from that of the tightly stacked cable shown in Fig. 36.  Further details of tape current 
behaviors during charging of a multi tape cable will be discussed elsewhere. 
The cable critical currents evaluated from the tape voltages of Tape #1, #2, #3 and 
#4 were 324 A, 308 A, 319 A and 331 A, respectively.  These values are about 28% 
higher than that obtained for the tightly stacked cable, and much closer to the expected 
value of 331 A.  The perpendicular self-field of the 4-tape cable with the 4 mm spacers 
calculated from (17) was about 13 mT at the outer edge of the center plane.  It results in 
about 4% degradation from the simple interpolation method of the perpendicular field 
discussed earlier.  This agrees well with the experimental results which show a 
degradation of 3% (the critical current 331 A estimated from single tape values and the 
averaged critical current of 321 A obtained for the separated tape cable). 
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Fig. 37 Tape voltages of 4-tape cable separated with 4 mm spacer between tapes as a 
function of the total current. 
 
 
Fig. 38 4-tape cable  separated from each other with 4 mm spacers of thick Teflon tape.  
Each tape was soldered to copper extension leads. 
 
 
Fig. 39 Normalized critical currents of YBCO 4-tape cable obtained under various 
torsional twists with an analytically obtained curve. 
 
 
Twist pitch effect on the critical current of 4-tape cable 
Various pitch lengths were applied to the 340 mm long 4-tape tightly (no spacer) 
stacked-cable in liquid nitrogen. The pitch length was decreased to 120 mm, and then 
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return to the untwisted condition.  Through one full-cycle the critical currents of 
individual tapes were measured, as shown above.  The averaged values of 4 tapes are 
plotted as a function of the twist pitch length in Fig. 39.  The critical currents were 
normalized by the initial value of the untwisted cable.  Fig. 39 also shows results from 
the analysis using Eq. (14) in the same way as discussed in [15]. The 4-tape stacked cable 
showed very similar behavior as that of the single tape [15]. No permanent degradation 
by twisting was observed.  
 
Cable test summary 
Four-tape stacked cable showed a critical current degradation of about 24%. It was 
determined that the degradation mainly resulted from the perpendicular component effect 
of the self-field, and not due to strains by the twisting action. In fact it was confirmed that 
the critical currents of the twisted stacked-tape conductor with four tapes do not degrade 
for twist pitches as short as 120 mm in length. The self-field effect is a serious concern 
for low field applications especially for larger cables. For example a 40-tape, 3.2 kA 
cable with a cross-section of 4 mm x 4 mm would produce the maximum perpendicular 
self-field of 275 mT to the tapes which would contribute to significant current 
degradation at low fields.  
 
9.3 Termination tests of demountable contact joint 
 
The copper-BSCCO-YBCO termination method described in Section 8 has also been 
tested.  Fig. 40(a) shows a typical termination made of 7.9 mm diameter, 100 mm length 
copper tube with 4 mm 11 BSCCO tapes each 250 mm long. The 11 BSCCO tapes were 
stacked and inserted into the copper tube.  100 mm sections were soldered in the copper 
tube. The remaining 150 mm length of the BSCCO tapes were used for joints to the 
YBCO tapes.  The YBCO tapes were sandwiched between the BSCCO tapes one by one, 
and then the stacked tape assembly was clamped with 70 mm length G10 plate and bolted 
with applied contact pressure of about 70 MPa, as shown in Fig. 40(b). In this test each 
termination between YBCO and BSCCO tapes was insulated in order to measure each 
termination resistance.  The termination resistance of each contact joint was measured by 
voltage taps made of insulated thin copper tapes seen in Fig. 40.  Measured contact joint 
resistances between YBCO and BSCCO tapes was 1.07 ± 0.18 µΩ	
.  This termination 
method is also used for a demountable joint without soldering. 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 40  Fabricated terminations for YBCO tapes with voltage tap wires of insulated 
copper tapes.  (a) Eleven BSCCO tapes (250 mm length) soldered in a 7.9 mm diameter, 
100 mm length copper tube.  (b)  Pressure contact joints between YBCO and BSCCO 
tapes, clamped with 70 mm length G10 plats and bolts.  
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11. Conclusions  
 
A twisted stacked-tape cabling concept has been investigated for HTS tapes.  
Individual twisted tape as well as small-scaled twisted stacked tape cables have been 
tested. The critical current degradation and current distribution among tapes composing 
the cable were investigated both analytically and experimentally while taking account 
self-field and termination resistance.  
 Analysis of the critical current of HTS tapes under torsional twisting strains has 
been carried out.  Torsional twist effects on a thin HTS tape has been found to be well 
described by the longitudinal strain model which include compressive strain in the central 
region of the tape generated alongside the tensile longitudinal strains due to a torsional 
twist.   The critical current of a twisted tape has been obtained from the integration of the 
critical currents as a function of the longitudinal strain using experimentally determined 
axial strain test data of the tape.  The model analysis results agree well with experimental 
results for both BSCCO and YBCO tapes. 
The modeling indicates that the critical current of a tape for stacked-tape cables is 
the same as a single tape with the same twist pitch (assuming that the ends of the tapes 
are free to compensate differential lengths during the twisting process).  It is concluded 
that the critical current of the HTS tape conductor composing twisted stacked-tapes can 
be also evaluated from that of a twisted single tape.  
The self-field due to the transport current of a stacked tape cable was investigated.  
The self-field is an important factor for a compact stacked tape conductor of high current 
density cable, especially for a low field application.  
For the compact cabling method of a twisted stacked-tape cable, superconducting 
tapes having less anisotropic behaviors to the magnetic field are desired.  Field 
anisotropy of YBCO tapes has recently been dramatically improved using a REBCO film 
technique substituted with Gd and Zr [13], and such YBCO coating tapes are 
commercially available [43].  However, it is desirable to make further improvements to 
the field anisotropy, especially at low temperatures, as well as 77 K.   
Hysteresis loss of the YBCO tapes is about one order of magnitude larger than that 
of the ITER TF Nb3Sn wire at 4.2 K.  However, HTS conductor can be operated at high 
temperature (20 K - 50K), therefore larger losses will not be critical.  It will be more 
important to reduce coupling losses than the hysteresis loss.  The twisting method will be 
beneficial for this purpose.  
Joint fabrication of a YBCO tape conductor is very important to obtain uniform-joint 
resistances among tapes in order to obtain uniform current distribution among YBCO tapes 
that have asymmetric conductivity (the conductivity from one side of the YBCO tape is 
different from that from the other side, due to the internal insulating layers between the 
superconducting film and the substrate).  A termination method using copper and BSCCO 
tapes for YBCO cables was developed.  In this method the YBCO tapes are terminated 
through the BSCCO tapes.  The joint between the BSCCO and YBCO tapes was tested 
using both a soldered joint and a mechanical contact joint.  A connection between the other 
end of the BSCCO tapes and the copper is soldered.   This method can be used for a 
demountable joint. 
A stacked and twisted conductor of 7 mm diameter composed of the 40 tapes may 
carry up to approximately 3 kA at 77 K with self field and 4.5 kA at 15 T and 4.2 K.  A 
three-stage 9-conductor cable (3x3) of 32 mm diameter may provide 25 kA at 77 K at self 
field and 40 kA at 15 T and 4.2 K.  For the same conductor diameter, it may be possible 
to make a 12-conductor cable with a single stage cabling of 30 kA at 77 K at self field 
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and 50 kA at 4.2 K and 15 T.  
Twisted stacked tape conductors will be attractive to various applications, especially 
high current and high field magnets.  Table 2 compares the twisted stacked-tape 
conductor with the three methods reviewed in the introduction. Developments of these 
HTS tape cabling methods and their characterizations have been carried out over the last 
several years, except the power transmission line cables.  Despite all those methods are 
not completely mature yet the author felt it was of interest to compare their salient 
characteristics in the table below.  The table summarizes the four methods with the 
authors views regarding their possible uses of HTS cables. 
 
Table 2  Comparisons of HTS Tape cabling methods. 
 
 Helical winding on a round former Stacking 
Cabling 
methods 
 
 
 
Winding with a 
long pitch on a 
large diameter 
former. 
[1] 
Winding tightly 
with a short pitch 
on a small size 
former. 
[9] 
Roebel cabling 
of tapes cut in 
zigzag pattern.  
[4] 
Twisting 
stacked tapes. 
[20] 
Overall 
current 
density 
Low Mid High High 
Usage of 
tapes for 
efficient 
cabling  
Good Poor Good Very good 
Self field 
direction to 
tapes 
Parallel to tape 
plane 
Parallel to tape 
plane 
Perpendicular to 
tape plane 
Perpendicular 
to tape plane 
Coil field 
direction to 
tapes 
All directions to 
tapes 
All directions to 
tapes 
Parallel to tape 
plane  
All directions 
to tapes 
Stage 
cabling 
Not good Possible Difficult Good 
Feature Power 
transmission line 
cable 
Relatively small 
scale flexible 
conductor 
Magnet 
conductor for a 
few kA currents  
High current 
high field 
application 
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